
Challenges
• Large increase in volume and complexity of internal marketing requests.

• Disjointed communication for requests and project progress.

• A need for better human resource management, more accurate project timelines and improved 
project forecasting.

Solution
• Develop templated Briefs and Estimates for standardized internal requests. 

• Use Timesheets and Time Tracking from previous projects to better forecast delivery                     
dates of new projects.

• Create Schedules for clear assignment of workload to teams or individuals. 

• Notes and customizable notifications ensure the right people get alerted at the right times and 
communication doesn’t get lost in email threads.

• Client Portal makes communicating with internal clients simple because requests, estimates,       
and updates on the project can all be shared.

Results
• Clarity into true project costs, including internal services (ex. employee hours), internal expenses 

(ie. corporate swag costs), and external expenses (ie. printing costs). 

• Minimized amount of back-and-forth emails due to transparent schedules, project dependencies 
and communication.

• Minimized number of revisions for sales enablement content due to clarity from brief through to 
project completion. 

• Creation of standardized delivery times for sales enablement white papers, guides,                     
landing pages, and corporate swag requests.

• Internal clients saved time drafting individual request by using templated                                         
Briefs and Estimates.
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a Growing Marketing Team

Background on 
Function Point
Since 1997, Function Point has 
been designing workflow and 
productivity software for customers 
all around the world. With delegation 
tools, analytics, time tracking, and 
invoicing, Function Point empowers 
teams to work less and do more.
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The Function Point Marketing team 
are guardians of the brand and re-
sponsible for articulating the values 
and positioning of the product to 
the market. As an in-house mar-
keting team, we drive and execute 
strategies for content marketing, 
community management, customer 
acquisition, sales enablement and 
product marketing.

Before Function Point

Function Point’s sales, development, 
engineering and support teams had 
used the Function Point system for 
many years, but the then 2-person 
marketing team had yet to have a 
need for it. This changed over the 
past two years, as Function Point 
nearly tripled its number of 
employees. With this growth the 
marketing team saw a significant 
increase in volume and complexity 
of internal requests.
 
We needed a way to track requests, 
project progress, deadlines, and 
costs— it was time for marketing to 
start dogfooding with the rest of 
the company.
 
At the time, marketing requests 
were made arbitrarily in meetings, 
passed along in the lunchroom and 
buried in endless email threads. 
Our internal clients were piecing 
together briefs and requests to the 
best of their knowledge. With no 
consistency in communication 
or documentation, project deadlines 
weren’t met and quality of 
work suffered.

Steps to Better 
Accountability

The team initially began using Func-
tion Point to track promotional swag 
requests. Before using the interface, 
Sales and Customer Success teams 
would tap someone on the shoulder 
or send an email—requesting 
branded yo-yos, stickers and pins 
for their clients.
 
Once the volume of requests grew 
and we started to use Function 
Point internally, the dashboard 
became a central place to easily 
track inventory and delivery 
dates—a big improvement over the 
post-it notes, emails and spread-
sheets used in the past.
 
After sharing a templated Brief, 
the team no longer had to chase 
internal clients for information on 
amount of swag, delivery dates and 
mailing addresses. We also got a 
clearer picture of the true cost of 
the swag program with Function 
Point tracking Internal Services (time 
spent), Internal Expenses (the cost 
of swag), and External Expenses 
(mailing costs).

“With the company nearly tripling 
in size, Marketing saw an increase 
in internal request volume and 
complexity. Our growth made a 
great case for implementing 
Function Point for the team.”

- Ian Walker, Function Point Marketing Director

The FP Marketing Team

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eating_your_own_dog_food


While the software helped 
improve the logistics of simple 
swag requests, more complicated 
projects like white papers, case 
studies and landing pages bene-
fitted from Function Point’s many 
communication features.
 
A lack of communication at every 
stage slowed the production of 
white papers. The lack of a clear 
brief—outlining the primary contact, 
target audience, objectives and 
execution specifics—led to an un-
necessary amount of back-and-forth 
emails and Slack chats. 
 
For more involved projects like 
case studies and landing pages, 
Function Point’s Schedule feature 
helped create thorough timelines 
for all stakeholders, including Task 
Dependencies. These dependencies 
ranged from requesting video 
interviews to images and logos. 
With these timelines, everyone had 
a clear idea of delivery dates and 
where potential bottlenecks or 
blockers could arise.

Function Point’s communication 
features also greatly improved our 
workflows—with notes to detail 
project progress, customized noti-
fications to alert the right people at 
the right time and a client portal for 
stakeholders to check in on.

In terms of resource management, 
one surprising outcome of using 
the dashboard was the amount of 
time spent on revisions for white 
papers. Based on our Time Tracking 
reports, 30% of the project duration 
was spent going over revisions with 
our Customer Success and Support 
teams. It allowed us to reconsider 
how we were setting up projects 
and shed light on where our team 
was spending their time. For our 
latest guide, spending more time 
with our product experts in the 
early stages of the project meant 
less time spent in revisions with 
fewer total project hours.

Next Steps

To find out more about what 
Function Point can do for your 
business visit www.functionpoint.
com, schedule a free demo, 
or call 1.877.731.2522. 

Function Point Productivity Software is the leading all-in-one project 
management solution specially designed for ad agencies, design 
studios and internal marketing departments who are looking to 
streamline their business. Our integrated software combines project 
management, time tracking, CRM, financial, and business reporting 
tools in one convenient cloud based system.

Set Up for Success 
from the Start

https://functionpoint.com/book-a-demo/

